
Columbiana County Fish & Game Association 
Indoor Off Hand 22/Air Rifle 

Rules/Judging 
 

(The CCFAGA reserves the right to refuse entrance and/or use of the range to any person, for any reason.) 
Range Officers have complete authority. Disputes to be brought before Club Officers at monthly meetings. 

 
CCFAGA Range Rules are to be followed at all shooting events. 

 
 
 

1. One (1) practice round will be available before competition begins at cost of $1.00 
 
2. Firing position shall be any standing position without artificial support such as (benches, walls, chairs, 

rests etc.) 
 
3. Three (3) shots per shooter per round, (at the cost of $1.00 per round excluding practice round). 
 
4. Closest to the ten (10) ring wins the bull’s eye. In the event of a tie, the next nearest shot to the ten (10) 

ring will be used as tie breaker in judging winner. 
 

5. The two (2) best grouped shots anywhere on the target will win the group. In the event of a tie there will 
be multiple group winners. 

 
6. In the event of *multiple shots on target, and determined NOT to be a **crossfire, said target will be 

disqualified from the judging process. 
 
7. In the event of *multiple shots on target and determined to be a **crossfire, said target will be judged as 

listed in #4 and/or #5 by the required number of shots (2) of best value. 
 
8. During open sights competition no peep sights are permitted. 
 
9. 22/Air pistol shooting competition will be judged as listed above. 

 

 

 (October 22, 2019) 

 

* Multiple Shots defined as: more than or in excess of three (3). 

** Crossfire defined as follows: If either target to the left, right, above and/or below the target with 
*multiple shots, displays only one hit then the multiple hit target will be considered a crossfire. 


